Advanced Academic Writing/Research, Editing/Coaching & Statistics Tutoring

Cindy Bezard, Ph.D.
cbezard@cox.net
702.277.4812

She received her Ph.D. in Curriculum and Instruction from UNLV in 2016. During her time in the program she was the only student to have her IRB approved on the first submission! She has experience mentoring other students (high school-doctoral level), presenting and writing in academic settings, and being a “thought” partner and editor during other students’ dissertation process. She works in CCSD and for Nevada State College. She is available by phone, email, and Skype. Her fee is $35/hour. She offers to do an initial consultation/edit for $60, as long as it does not exceed 2 hours of work. This will allow students to get an idea of what she is able to do to help them and then decide whether they think working with her would be worthwhile. She’s worth every penny you may have to spend to get good help and on a predictable schedule.

Paula McMillen, Ph.D.
psmcmillen.phd@gmail.com
541.306.3016

She retired from the Lied library in 2010, she was a full professor and the education librarian at that time. She has worked with a number of doctoral students in the fields of education and counseling, both at UNLV and at Oregon State University. She also has a Ph.D. in clinical psychology and she is an APA style guru. She currently lives in Oregon so she works via e-mail and phone. Her fee is $50/hour and she offers to do an initial consultation/edit for $75, as long as it does not exceed 2 hours of work, so that students can get an idea of what she is able to do to help them and then decide whether they think working with her would be worthwhile. She’s worth every penny you may have to spend to get good help and on a predictable schedule.

Schetema Nealy
schetema@gmail.com

She is an excellent statistics tutor! She has offered to tutor students for:
- EPY 721
but she might also be willing to tutor students for other statistics courses if asked. She does not have a set fee, but students who contact her should ask what she charges and offer to compensate her in some way 😊.

Rachel Part
part@unlv.nevada.edu
520.245.2705

She is an excellent statistics tutor for the following courses:
- EPY 702
- EPY 721
- EPY 722
- EPY 734
Her fee is $25 an hour.